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COMMENT

Which is more important, xanthine oxidase activity or uric acid itself,
in the risk for cardiovascular disease?
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The prevalence of gout and asymptomatic hyperuricemia,
defined as a serum uric acid (UA) level >7.0 mg/dL, is
increasing in Japan [1]. Both genetically determined factors
that promote the production of UA or reduce its excretion
and various environmental factors contribute to the devel-
opment of hyperuricemia. Asymptomatic hyperuricemia is
frequently associated with lifestyle-related diseases such as
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and metabolic syndrome.
These diseases are known to be associated with insulin
resistance. Hyperinsulinemia caused by insulin resistance
facilitates the reabsorption of UA by urate transporter 1
(URAT1), which localizes to the luminal side of renal
proximal tubular cells, leading to the increase in serum UA.
Hyperuricemia is also frequently associated with chronic
kidney disease (CKD) and cardiovascular disease. However,
it remains unclear whether hyperuricemia is causally related
to the development of these diseases, because the relation-
ship between UA and other cardiovascular risk factors
shows considerable potential for confounding and reverse
causation. Indeed, a previous report utilizing systematic
reviews, meta-analyses, and Mendelian randomization stu-
dies showed that convincing evidence of a clear role for
serum UA level exists only for gout and nephrolithiasis [2].
On the other hand, recent Mendelian randomization ana-
lyses showed that the increase in genetically predicted
serum UA was associated with increased risks of coronary
heart disease, peripheral artery disease, and stroke [3].
Genetically predicted serum UA was also associated with an
increase in blood pressure (BP), and elevated BP was esti-
mated to mediate approximately one-third of the effect of
UA on cardiovascular disease risk [3]. Furthermore, a sys-
tematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled
trials (RCTs) showed a favorable effect of urate-lowering

treatment on BP. Such treatment also reduced major adverse
cardiovascular events (cardiovascular death, nonfatal myo-
cardial infarction, unstable angina requiring urgent revas-
cularization, or nonfatal stroke) in the subjects with
previous cardiovascular disease [3]. Taken together, Men-
delian randomization analyses and clinical trial data suggest
that higher serum UA increases BP, which may in turn raise
cardiovascular disease risk. In addition, urate-lowering
treatment seems beneficial for lowering BP and reducing
cardiovascular events, at least in high-risk subjects. In the
3rd edition of the Japanese guidelines on the management
of hyperuricemia and gout published in 2018, the rationality
of urate-lowering treatment was evaluated [1]. Beneficial
outcomes were found, so urate-lowering agents are recom-
mended in hyperuricemic patients with CKD, while urate-
lowering agents cannot be recommended for the purpose of
improving prognosis in hyperuricemic patients with either
hypertension or heart failure. Further studies are required to
verify the rationality of pharmacological treatment of
asymptomatic hyperuricemic patients with hypertension,
CKD or other cardiovascular diseases.

Accumulating evidence indicates that xanthine oxidase
(XO) activity rather than UA itself has a major role in tissue
injury and target organ damage. Xanthine oxidoreductase
(XOR) has a major role in the formation of UA (Fig. 1).
XOR is composed of xanthine dehydrogenase (XDH) and
XO. XO is generated from XDH by posttranslational mod-
ification and catalyzes the last 2 steps of reactions that
convert hypoxanthine to xanthine and xanthine to UA.
These reactions yield superoxide and hydrogen peroxide.
Therefore, activation of XO can be a source of reactive
oxygen species, leading to tissue injury. Circulating XO can
bind to vascular cells and interact directly with NO, leading
to a decrease in NO and an increase in peroxynitrite. On the
other hand, serum UA has been reported to act on vascular
smooth muscle cells or endothelial cells via uric acid
transporters (UATs). When taken up by endothelial cells,
UA reduces the level of NO by inhibiting its production and
accelerating its degradation. URAT1 is specifically
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expressed on human vascular smooth muscle cells, provid-
ing a mechanism by which UA enters human vascular
smooth muscle cells [4]. Since UA-induced human vascular
smooth muscle cell proliferation and the decrease in NO in
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) are
inhibited by the organic anion transport inhibitor probenecid,
the effect of UA seems to be exerted via UATs [5]. These
observations raise the question of which is more important,
the inhibition of XO activity or the decrease in serum UA, in
protecting against cardiovascular and other tissue damage. In
the current issue of Hypertension Research, Furuhashi et al.
report that plasma XO activity was independently associated
with hypertension in nondiabetic individuals of the general
population, speculating that the activation of XO may pro-
mote oxidative stress-related injury to endothelial cells and
the kidney, leading to the elevation of BP [6]. Another report
showing that XO genetic polymorphisms predict changes in
BP and the risk of hypertension supports the crucial role of
XO in the incidence of hypertension [7]. Regarding endo-
thelial function in the clinical setting, XO activity is reported
to correlate with vascular endothelial dysfunction in patients
with type 1 diabetes mellitus [8]. The observation that a high
dose of the XO inhibitor allopurinol but not the uricosuric
agent probenecid improved endothelial function in patients
with chronic heart failure suggests that reducing vascular
oxidative stress but not lowering UA is important for
improving endothelial function [9]. XO activity was also an
independent predictor of cardiovascular events in CKD and
hemodialysis patients, regardless of the UA level, suggesting
a role for XO activity in CKD-related cardiovascular dis-
ease [10]. Contrary to these observations, an RCT compar-
ing the effects of allopurinol and probenecid showed
similar BP reductions in hyperuricemic adolescents, which

does not support a superior role of XO inhibition to
the reduction of serum UA, at least in the aspect of BP
reduction [11].

XO inhibitors (UA production-inhibitory drugs) and UAT
inhibitors (uricosuric agents) are selected for treating hyper-
uricemia classified as the UA-overproductive type and the
UA-underexcretory type, respectively [1]. Since most patients
with hypertension or CKD show an underexcretory type of
hyperuricemia, it seems reasonable to use uricosuric agents. If
the inhibition of XO activity rather than the decrease in serum
UA is important for the prevention of tissue or target organ
damage, the use of XO inhibitors might be recommended. To
address this issue, a randomized crossover trial comparing a
standard dose of the XO inhibitor febuxostat, the uricosuric
agent benzbromarone, and a low-dose combination of both
drugs was examined in a small number of hypertensive
patients with hyperuricemia [12]. As a result, the decrease in
UA was significantly greater with a low-dose combination
therapy than with a standard dose of each drug alone.
Endothelial function evaluated by flow-mediated vasodilata-
tion was not significantly different between the phases when
the patients took febuxostat and benzbromarone alone. This
finding does not support a superior role of XO inhibition in
the improvement of endothelial function in hypertensive
patients. Whether the preferential use of XO inhibitors
becomes a new therapeutic strategy for the prevention of
cardiovascular disease in patients with asymptomatic hyper-
uricemia awaits further high-quality trials.
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